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The Things Which Cannot Be Seen
Richard Marshalla
Behind the wall of  five senses
And the doors of  perception 
There is an invisible landscape 
In which we are unaware of  
A world of  floating shapes 
Neon shadows 
And incomprehensible ideas 
Giant eagles carve hieroglyphics 
In purple star temples 
Orange rabbits hop on the ceiling 
Mocking the limits of  human comprehension 
Faceless clowns juggle lightning bolts 
While ideas and language 
Are manifested in physical form 
Oceans of  glowing gases
Rocks that speak to one another 
Rooms where time can be experienced diagonally
And palm trees that feed on x-rays
Some say none of  this exists 
Maybe it is more real than you or I 
Those who wish to dwell here 
Put their sanity at risk 
But to find enlightenment
Sometimes it’s worth it
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